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Subject Leader: L. Durrant 2016-2017

The school continues to assess the subject rigorously and these assessments are used to inform
the planning to ensure that the children are achieving as they should be; this is approached both by
summative and formative assessment strategies. EOT1 documents are analysed to address pupils
and pupil groups that are both exceeding and falling behind. These in turn are used to implement
the correct intervention or leadership needed to ensure all pupils can meet their targets. Along-side
this, the new marking policy ensures that pupils are aware of what they need to achieve in each
lesson and that they leave each and every session knowing how successful they have been. Pupils
who do not meet expectations in a lesson are provided with immediate intervention – this enables
pupils to progress at largely the same rate.
The main SIP target 2016/17 was -To improve pupil life chances by reaching National expectations
in Maths, Writing, Reading and SPaG. This has been approached through continuation of
embedding the Singapore approach to Mathematics throughout the school. Our Maths scheme
embeds a reasoning curriculum; in line with the latest guidelines in developing depth of
understanding. Delivery of a wide variety of Maths CPD sessions has continued to provide training
to all teachers in school. Various book monitoring and moderation activities have taken place - by
me as subject leader and with the whole staff. This highlighted where effective use of the new
scheme and the reasoning approach to Mathematics has raised standards. It also helped support
the development of the new marking policy and was used to ensure that a consistent approach was
evident.
An approach to closing the gaps with PPG and SEND pupils was also developed this year. A
scheme called the Power of 2 was purchased for all PPG and SEND pupils in year 6 – the scheme
ensures that all basic skills in maths are embedded and we have seen progress in basic skills as a
result. On the back of this success – the same programme has now started for year 5 PPG and
SEND pupils. We have also used J2Blast this year to ensure that times tables knowledge is fully
embedded across the whole school and that times tables practise is a daily ritual in all classes. An
arithmetic test package has been purchased for all year groups – this test is short and takes place
every Monday and Friday in all classes every week. Feedback from staff is positive and results
across school have improved in all year groups.
The main focus for development will be to continue to embed the approach to mastery of
mathematics through the Inspire Mathematics Scheme, CPD and continual monitoring and
triangulation. Alongside this – development of basic skills through use of the Arithmetic Tests,
J2Blast and the Power of 2.
Actions taken from Sept
2015 – July 2016
All Mathematics teaching is
at least good.

Outcome

CPD provided on the effective use of the green marking
comment as an exit question – CPD continues to guide staff
to gain more from this and become experts in setting
appropriate questions. Use of progression in reasoning grids
Spring 1 and 2 lesson observations carried out results
published in HT report:
Outstanding: 6, Good: 7, RI: 1, INA: 0
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Staff understand and use the
mastery approach to
mathematics.
All teaching and learning will
cover the agreed school
principles of teaching and
learning in maths.
School mathematics
curriculum delivers the 3
aims of the N.C. covering
Fluency, Reasoning and
Problem solving approach.

Use of variation in x tables CPD all CTs Aut 2 (staff meeting)
CPD all CTs spr1 on deepening thorough variation (staff meeting)
CPD of Bar Modelling to support reasoning Spr 2 20/2/17 by LA –
Jo Wallin Maths lead.
Network Meetings attended.
Aut 2 subject leader meeting 1 to 1 with Jo Walin to review books
and planning and feedback marking approach.
EOT1 meetings attended
Planning monitored Aut 1 and Spring 1
Learning walk all CTs Aut2 and Spr1, Sum 1 – displays reviewed

Here is some examples of reasoning in pupil books:
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Planned action for 2017/18
Enhance the approach to
Mathematics Marking.

Success Criteria
Mathematics is marked and assessed following the revised marking
policy against new guidelines.

All Mathematics teaching is at
least good or better.
Mastery Approach to
Mathematics id embedded
through school.

Continuing CPD takes place.
Monitoring shows that all teachers are good or better.
CPD is continual and Mathematics holds a high profile throughout
school. Books show a development through progression in
reasoning.

Basic Skills are raised for all
pupils

Power of 2 continues.
J2Blast and Arithmetic tests are taking place every week.
Pupil progress is accelerated and results in higher attainment
percentage throughout school
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English EOT2 - Post holder Evaluation C Butler 2016- 2017
We have continued to respond to the rigours of the new curriculum in the following ways:
General planning
All planning uses as its basis the English Programme of Studies, the Croydon Milestones, and the
Rising Stars long and medium term plans for each year group in reading, writing and SPAG. Each
teacher has a hard copy of the MTP and can access it in the shared area on the system.
Reading
Each class teacher has a copy of the Reading Policy and access to Guided Reading booklets,
which have a selection of reading activities matched to the demands of the new curriculum and
suited to each year group. These activities have been used to boost and focus reading skills in their
lessons. Furthermore, all teachers have access to a framework for reading activities based on the
Reading Domains (these are the assessment focuses of the Y6 SATS reading test) to be used in
lesson planning.
The online package Renaissance Learning/Accelerated Reader has been established and all pupils
in Y3-6 take STAR reading tests half-termly to determine progress regarding their reading age and
reading level which is measured against the national standards. This data is used to inform class
teachers for planning purposes and when they are reporting on their pupils’ reading levels; it is
given to parents during parents’ evenings. Additionally, this data is given to pupils, allowing them to
select texts which will provide the optimal reading development for their level- all books in the library
and book corners are labelled according to their ZPD (the right level to ensure progress in the pupils
reading skills). After every book read, pupils take the accelerated reader quizzes to check their
understanding of what they have read, and have a target which is calculated to ensure progress in
their reading skills; this allows both teachers and pupils to monitor the amount and quality of the
pupil’s reading. Class Teachers and Year Groups plan to link each term’s topic or theme to a class
reader. These books are selected from Year Group reading lists, and are constantly reviewed- and
replaced where necessary- to ensure all class texts are suitably challenging, in line with the
demands of the curriculum. Pupils have weekly reading comprehension lessons using The Cracking
Comprehension reading scheme which enables all pupils to regularly practice comprehension
questions- at the correct level for their Year Group and become familiar with SATS style
comprehension questions.
Writing
Regular writing tasks are carried out in class, linked to the term’s set text. Extended writing, using
exemplification offering clear guidance to our pupils, is judged according to the standard for the
appropriate Year Group. Writing is moderated termly and each year group has the opportunity to
work with the subject leader to confirm their judgements. Teachers use Alan Peat sentence styles to
consolidate effective use of punctuation and sentence structure: each pupil has a booklet
appropriate to her Year Group.
Handwriting
We continue to use the Nelson Handwriting scheme- targeted to specific Year Groups- to deliver
regular handwriting lessons. Each teacher also possesses a Handwriting Policy.
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SPAG
A Grammar Scheme of Work- matched to the challenges of the new curriculum- is available on the
school website. This outlines the weekly focuses for each year group in Grammar and Spelling.
Each pupil has a spelling book with lists of spellings specific to their Year Group. Spelling lists are
revised and assessed weekly in lessons. Each class teacher has a booklet with a Grammar Scheme
of Work- matched to Alan Peat sentences. Teachers use Rising Stars SPAG tests half- termly to
inform them of the class’s progress and inform planning.
Weekly intervention lessons:
Separate intervention sessions take place weekly in reading or writing, for pupils with a level
significantly below or above the expected level for their year group.
A Newspaper Club runs throughout the week- giving pupils the chance to experience extended
writing and editing in the ‘real world’.
Writing Competitions are entered, as appropriate, through English Lessons.
Actions taken from Sept 2016 –
July 2017
Accelerated Reader online package
has been established for all year
groups.

Cracking Comprehension Reading
Scheme

The Big Read: Mini-missions
established.
Alan Peat ‘Writing exciting Sentences’
established.

Nelson Handwriting Scheme
established.
Rising Stars SPAG tests established.

Outcome
All pupils have been enrolled on the system have taken
regular STAR reading test which gives teachers each
pupil’s reading age, reading level. Used for reporting and
monitoring progress in reading skills. Pupils select books
labelled at the right level for their optimum reading
development. They are expected to take short
comprehensions, vocabulary and reading skills tests
based on books they have read. Consequently, teachers
and pupils can monitor reading habits and
comprehension level.
Classes or English Sets work through reading
comprehensions weekly, familiarising pupils with the
reading curriculum (in terms of both level and quantity of
text, as well as, reading domains: skimming and
scanning for information, close reading, inference and
analytical skills). Furthermore, pupils become familiar
with the structure of SATS style questions and the
techniques required to answer them.
Activities can be used in lessons, when appropriate to
boost and focus pupils’ reading skills.
Teachers use Alan Peat sentence styles to consolidate
effective use of punctuation and sentence structure.
Each pupil and teacher has a booklet appropriate to the
Year Group. Whole School INSET provided by Alan
Peat took place on 30th June 2017.
Pupils are explicitly taught handwriting in the lower years
and have expectations as to what is acceptable and
appropriate for their age and level.
Pupils take half termly SPAG tests against the expected
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standard for their year group. The results inform
teachers’ planning as well as student reporting.
Overall Targets:
The majority of pupils will be at expected level or above in Reading and Writing, across the year
groups.
An increased percentage of pupils will exceed the expected level in Reading and Writing across the
year groups.
Planned Action
Increase the amount of speaking
and listening and role-play activities
to be utilised in English lessons.
Further increase the use of Alan
Peat style sentences to teach
punctuation.
Further increase the number of
pupils regularly taking Accelerated
Reader Quizzes.
Further increase the number of
writing moderation meetings across
the year groups.

Accelerated Reader

Success Criteria
Improved reading levels across the school.
Improved writing levels for all pupils.
Improved writing results.

All pupils to reach their half-termly reading target
consistently.
All pupils are aware of what they need to do in order to
reach their target level.

Cracking Comprehension

Rising Stars: Progression in Grammar

Writing Exciting Sentences:

and Spelling

Alan Peat
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Assessment EOT2 - Post holder Evaluation – Mrs Tamryn Scott Cree
The school continues to assess the core subjects rigorously and these assessments are used to inform
planning; this is approached both by summative and formative assessment strategies. The main SIP
target 2016/17 was ‘To improve pupil life chances of all pupils’ by reaching National expectations in
Maths, Writing, Reading and SPaG. Looking back over the last academic year, it was decided that our
assessment data on SIMS should be re vamped and in line with the next cohort of year 3 and their new
grading system.
EOT1 (progress meeting) documents are analysed to address pupils and pupil groups that are both
exceeding and falling behind. EOT1 meetings were changed to half termly meetings to allow no pupils to
fall through the gaps. These in turn are used to implement the correct intervention or leadership needed
to ensure all pupils can meet their targets. The expectations on the tracking forms were changed to
ensure the more able were being tracked effectively from their starting point and that no child had an
opportunity to coast. As our Ethos is ‘Aspirations, Expectations and No Excuses’, this seemed very
appropriate.
End of year tests for years 3 -5 were from NFER tests. These were then the baseline for the next
academic year. The theory behind this was that no time was wasted for the pupils to settle into the new
academic year and that teaching and learning could start from where the pupils had finished off. NFER
tests were completed at the end of the autumn term for years 3 to 5 so that test data could be uploaded
into SIMS. Year 6 had ongoing tests, but Testbase was used in the spring term, 2 sets and CGP papers
were purchased for use throughout the year, up until SATS week in May.
The EOT1 meetings in summer 2 are used as transition meetings with the new class teachers and this
also ensures no time was being wasted for the next academic year in September.
SPRM (School Progress Review Meetings with the LA) continued throughout the year and have verified
our judgements.
Lizzie Parkes (LA recommended consultant) has helped improve the tracking sheets for the next
academic year- where progress is being monitored more closely in line with attainment. This will allow
teachers to monitor groups of children in more detail and for SLT to ask more probing questions.
Monitoring of books is ongoing throughout the year to ensure evidence for the grading can be identified.
Governors have had Raiseonline training and the Chair has signed up with FFT ( Fisher Family Trust).

Actions taken from
Sept 2016 – July
2017

Outcome

SIMS rebuilt to
incorporate new
assessment for each
year group.

All staff can use SIMS effectively- easier to use as a year group due to setting,
more ownership of the whole year group, so everyone is accountable for the
pupils in their year group.

Report templates built
for each year group

Report templates have been built, but not yet shared. They were found to not
always match the EOT data, so this will be ongoing next year.

New EOT forms for

The new EOT forms have allowed the expectations to be raised for all pupils
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each year group half
termly

regardless of their starting point. Teachers feel the tests have given them a more
concrete way of measuring pupils’ progress on SIMS. EOT1 forms moved to half
termly and the expectation changed to ensure higher challenge.

Accelerated Reader
across the whole
school

Accelerated reader has been invaluable for the school. Understanding the pupil’s
reading age compared to their r age has meant planning and the teaching of
reading comprehension has improved. SIMS date from reading comes from
accelerated reader. The comprehension tests support it.

Suite 1 and Suite 2
tests for NFER

Introduction of the autumn tests, has been a good way to find the gaps in the
pupils learning and supports the direction the teacher has to go in order to provide
for each pupil. Summer tests are the same as last year.

Reporting to Governors

Data has been shared through HT reports, SPRM meetings and through the 3 A’s
program for vulnerable pupils. Comparisons have been made between and within
each year group across the whole school.

Assessment lead
training

All assessment training has been attended by the lead and any new teachers to
Year 6. Staff training using SIMS has been completed and a new assessment
policy written.

Planned action for
2017/18

Success Criteria

New SIMS tracker

New tracker will track attainment and progress and colour coded.
Will ensure that the EOT forms will be more accurate

Report templates SIMS

The reports will look at the whole year group through a range of
tables and graphs- ideally to be used with Governors. These will be
generated 3 times a year

Training for governors

FFT training will need to happen again to incorporate all new
governors. Through Bespoke sessions/ FFT/Governors services
package

Training for staff/lead

CPD for those staff who need it. Regular staff training in school by
the lead. Lead will carry on attending LA network meetings.

No Marking scheme for
writing

Online moderating of writing for the whole school. To trial with Year
6 first.
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Autumn 1
Year 3
Year 4
Year5

Autumn 2

Spring 2

Summer 1

Baseline testing
in Maths,
Reading,
Spelling, SPaG

NFER papers

SPaG

SPaG-

NFER papers

Reading,
Maths, SPaG

Testbase/TA

Star reading x2

Star reading x2

Phonics

Star reading x2

Writing
moderating

Writing
moderation

Writing
moderation

Winterbourne
Expects

Parents
Evening

Star reading x2

Testbase/TA in
Maths

All year groups

Year 6

Spring 1

PAR meeting

Summer 2
Star reading
x2
End of year
Report

EOT 1 meetings every half term
Baseline using
past SAT paper

Parents
Evening

Saturday tuition
for PPG

CGP papers x 2
Saturday
tuition for all
year 6

PAR meeting
CGP papers x2
Testbase paperSuite 1 Saturday
tuition for all year 6
Easter booster PPG
Writing moderation
cluster groups

Testbase
paper- Suite 1
CGP papers x2
Revision
Writing
moderation
cluster groups

SATS

Writing
moderation
cluster
groups

Writing TA
results
submitted

SATS results
End of Year
report
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SENCO EOT2 - Postholder Evaluation 2016-2017
Subject Leader: Stephen Jones
Progress
The expectation is that children with SEN make the same amount of progress as the average child
so that the child with SEN does not fall further behind. Individual and small group intervention is
carried out to aid further progress.
Progress is monitored for children with SEN at least 3 times per year at EOT1 meetings. Children
who are not making the expected progress are monitored and additional intervention is put in place.
Class/subject teachers remain responsible for the progress of the child. Progress within targeted
interventions is measured evaluated and shared with relevant colleagues.
Where appropriate, assessment measures including P scales, Clinical Evaluation of Language
Fundamentals (CELF), The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC IV) are used; which
over a longer period of time give a precise picture of progress in other key areas.
Current Staffing
EHCP 1 = 1:1 LSA 23 ½ hours per week
EHCP 2 = 1:1 LSA 35 hours per week
HLTA / ELSA – specialised individual and small group sessions
HLTA / Pastoral Support - specialised individual and small group sessions
HLTA / Oracy – Individual assigned to girls with language difficulties; following the Oracy Project.
TAs in class support for; children who are being monitored, children with SEN, those who require
extra differentiated support for other reasons, precision teaching. Implementing programmes of
study stemming from external specialists with SENCO support.

Year Group

Number of girls currently on SEND
Register

% SEN

3
4
5
6
Total

12
11
13
4
40

16%
15%
15%
5%
12%

SEN Profile:
Continuing Professional Development
For SENCO
•NA SENCO – Started 9.5.17 (To finish in June ’18)
•Croydon: New to SENCO
•EAL and SEN: Cracking the conundrum
•Attendance at Statutory Assessment Group Panel.
•SEN Network meetings
•Cluster Meetings
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From SENCO:
•IEP Writing – SMART targets – SENCO to Class teachers
•Using classroom resources – SENCO to class teachers
• Preparation for National Autism Awareness Week – Class teachers
•Developing an inclusive learning environment – SENCO to class teachers
•Developing a dyslexia-friendly learning environment – SENCO to class teachers
•Arranging CPD from Speech and Language Therapist – For targeted HLTAs and TAs
Actions taken from Sept 2016 –
July 2017

New SENCO appointed
Statements converted to EHCP
More liaison with a greater
range of outside agencies

New EHCPs requested where
this is considered the
appropriate next step.
Development of resources
used in classrooms
Support the writing of effective
and time-limited IEPs
SEND register carefully
managed and reviewed
Develop language support for
girls with known need.
Monitoring and development of
TA led interventions
Careful review of provision for
girls with higher-level needs
Parents supported with
presenting needs or queries

Develop support to parents
where speech, language or
cognitive needs are identified
Support parents with transition
from mainstream to specialist
provision
Writing of an Intimate Care
Policy
Strengthen relationship with
main feeder school

Outcome

National SENCO Award started (May ’17), SENCO carries
on/builds on SENCO role.
Pupils have Educational Health Care Plans in line with
Croydon’s stipulation for changeover.
In addition to referrals to the Educational Psychology Service
and Speech and Language Therapy; girls with needs relating to
Occupational Therapy or CAMHS have been successfully
referred and support implemented.
One EHCP has been granted, one will be resubmitted at the
right time.
Key resources to support the development of Wave 1 quality
first teaching have been purchased and are being used to
support learning.
All teachers have well-written, SMART IEPs which are
executed and evaluated. They include parent and child voice.
SEND register is up to date and includes carefully identified
needs following support from external agencies where
appropriate.
Language for Thinking Programme introduced to TA who
implements this following modelled session.
TAs have been observed and feedback has led to
improvements in practise.
Girls with EHCP have their own timetable and are supported in
following a tailored curriculum to support their primary needs.
Many examples of where parents have been supported to
understand their daughters needs and ways in which the school
does and can help them. Parents benefiting from information
sharing.
Organising of home-school consultation meetings following
Educational Psychology visits. Organising of 2 Speech and
Language clinics for parents
Parents supported with visits, decision-making, travel
applications and application to appropriate settings.
Completed; ready for governors.
Headteacher and SENCO from Infants invited to see some of
our school’s best practise with intervention.
Nursery provision agreed where meeting an identified need.
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Planned action for 2017/18

Success Criteria

Successful completion of NA
SENCO.

SENCO to complete NA SENCO training, attending all taught
sessions, maintaining portfolio of evidence and completing the
three assignments at Masters level.

Increase staff knowledge and
awareness of statutory
legislation relating to SEN.

Teachers and other relevant staff have a working knowledge
of SEN reforms as set out in Chapter 6 of Code of Practice
2015.
Staff are better aware of the school’s SEND policy, SEND
Information Report and the Local Offer.

Develop parental engagement
for effective support to children
with special educational needs.

More parents of children with SEND are aware of the school’s
SEND policy, School Information Report and Local Offer
resulting in deepening engagement and interest in how to
employ best practice to support their daughters.
Parents engage in school opportunities to support their
understanding of presenting needs.
SEND parent voice captured and used to inform better
channels of communication.

Develop structure to record and
evaluate provision for girls with
SEN.

Information relating to provision is centralized and used to
ensure that learning is moved forward.
Case studies of school decisions relating to provision are
completed – evidencing and supporting effective
implementation of appropriate programs.

Develop a more inclusive
learning environment.

Display supports learning for girls with SEN

Develop more effective support
for girls with complex needs.

Girls with complex needs are well supported through planned
package of provision

Resources for quality first teaching are used as a part of daily
practice as evidenced in learning walks.

EHCPs requested where appropriate.
1:1 support staff carefully supported and monitored.
Class teachers of girls with EHCPs are well supported and
play a strong role in annual reviews.
Intermediary reviews of EHCPs and professional report
recommendations show that advice is acted upon consistently
with expected outcomes.
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Computing EOT2 - Post holder Evaluation 2016- 2017
Subject Leader: L. Durrant / A.Gonsalves
This year online homework continues to be a success using Purple Mash and My Maths and this
continues to enable pupils to complete homework to a high standard and to access quality learning
resources to extend their learning opportunities at home. These have supported the main SIP
targets to raise standards in Maths and English. Purple Mash offers opportunities for reading
comprehension and writing and My Maths for raising standards in Mathematics – these are all in line
with the new curriculum (2014) and are easily managed and assessed by teachers.
Digital Leaders have taken part in digital leaders club. This was run after school and pupils engaged
in coding activities at a high level: this included using python and Raspberry Pi and Lego
engineering. A few year 6 girls had the opportunity to attend the BETT awards where they
presented their skills to the public crowd and had the opportunity to try out some of the latest
technology around. They also visited the J2Blast stand where they met the creators of the resource.
They were delighted to meet the girls who were at the top of their ‘World Leader’ board for times
tables and were greeted with whoops of delight!
A range of CPD has taken place this year to develop the hardware bought last year. This has
included use of the text toolkit on Purple Mash – a tool for developing GPS skills. There was also a
‘Google Expeditions’ day which was delivered by Google and was followed up using our own
approach to use across the curriculum as a way for pupils to have wider experiences- Ipads were
key to this being successful. Chrome book training has taken place for all teaching staff and
external training has been undertaken in year 3, 4 and 5; this is to promote the effective use of
google suite to enhance collaborative learning – this will continue through next year. Computing
continues to be an excellent facilitator of cross curricular learning.
The main focus for development will be to embed the use of Google Suite and Google Expeditions
to support all curriculum areas. A project to deploy and develop the use of Garage Band APP using
IPads will also begin in the next academic year. We will continue to ensure all pupils can use the
internet safely and that new developments in this are keep abreast.

Actions taken from
Sept 2016 – July
2017
Purple Mash and My
Maths continues to be
used for Homework

Outcome

All homework is completed using this softwar.
Tracking and setting of these is simplified for teachers.
Opportunities for pupils to extend their learning time with quality resources.
Pupils can produce high quality work.

Google Expedition
training taken place

Google and in house training has taken place to ensure staff are confident
to use this – Application for introduction of settings/location for writing and
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reading are being provided in class.
Google Suite Training
taken place

Google Suite training taken place to all staff and in class training in each
year group (except 6) has taken place for the teacher to be the ‘Champion’
of this to train their year group partners. AG to also support this training
trough next year.

Planned action for 2016/17

Success Criteria

Development of Google
Expeditions

Staff to have planned and taught setting/location lesson
with the use of Google expeditions in their English
session or other curriculum areas half termly.

Garage Band App on Ipads for
music

Music sessions are using Garage Band on IPads for
composition. (Year 5/6)

Google Suite to be used
throughout school

AG to provide staff training to develop the use of Gsuite
across school – All classes have used G Suite for
learning.

Ensure all pupils can use the
internet safely.

LD to deliver weekly online safety assembly to whole
school.
LGFL online safety resources are known to all CTs.
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Science EOT2 - Postholder Evaluation 2016-17
Subject Leader: Marcia Anthony-Watts
The school has remained consistent in its high academic achievement in science. This is reflected
in 98.5 % of all pupils reaching age related expectations in science and of those children, 68 %
exceeding age related expectations.
The school continues to assess the subject rigorously and these assessments are used to inform
the planning to ensure that the children are achieving as they should be.
The main SIP target 2016/17 was to increase the amount of data handling throughout the subject.
Through book trawls and subject monitoring, evidence has been collated to suggest that this is
beginning to have an effect and that it is starting to be achieved. The book trawl showed that the
use of data handling within science was more prominent in upper school.
To ensure progress is being made across the school, analysis of data has also taken place.
The main focus for development will continue to be in the data handling area of the science
curriculum which as well as benefiting the children in science will provide them with cross curricular
opportunities (maths and geography etc). In coalition with the maths coordinator efforts will be made
to specify the types of data handling that each year group should be focussing on, to keep it
consistent with the new maths framework.
The science curriculum was extended further with visits to the science museum, to a secondary
school and through a whole school science week.

Actions taken from Sept 2016
– July 2017
To audit resources and order
as necessary

A partial audit was carried out and new resources were
purchased to support the curriculum.

To improve the teaching and
learning of Science in the
school

This will be a continued focus next year. Whole school
efforts to improve teaching and learning have impacted
positively in science.

Science Week 2017

A successful Science week was held and all year groups
participated in a range of activities throughout the week,
culminating in a Hands On Science Workshop.

Science Trips/workshops to
support practical aspect of the
curriculum

Year Three went to Morden Hall and the Science Museum.
Year 4 visited Kiszania and participated in a range of
science based activities, Year 5 visited the Science
Museum and Year 6 visited Chessington where they
participated in an adaptation workshop.

(Each Year group)

Outcome
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Monitor
Monitor for science coverage
and use of
investigations/experiments.

A mid – year book scrunity was conducted for all year
groups and Science topic writing was moderated across
year 6.

New: Debate: Science Themed

Debated successfully presented to school and parents

Planned action for 2017/18

Success Criteria

To improve the teaching and
learning of Science in the
school

Science Week 2018

Science Trips

Lesson Observation and paired Teaching
(Coaching groups assigned)
A week of Science lessons, workshops planned and
successfully executed
Each year group will embark on a science related trip
e.g. year 6 to Chessington to participate in Adaptation
Workshop

Monitor Science coverage i.e.
use of experiments and writing
in Science and displays

Termly book scrunity for science coverage, topicrelated writing and dispays

Review of Resources

Add to currect stock

New Recording Sheet for
assessing Science

Recording sheet will provide both teacher and pupil
voice
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Heatlhy Schools EOT2 - Post holder Evaluation 2016- 2017
Subject Leader: J.Hibbs
The importance of pupils knowing the value of living a healthy lifestyle continues to play a crucial
role in our school. This year we have focussed on improving the lunchtime experience for pupils.
After the appointment of a new chef, furniture in the dining room has been rearranged to allow easy
access to the tables. Pupils now have more time to enjoy their meal. Meat-free Mondays, featuring a
popular vegetarian choice, helps inform pupils about the environmental impact of eating meat each
day.
Efforts have been made to improve the nutritional value of packed lunches. In September, every
parent received a guidance leaflet about what should be in a packed lunch and parents are
informed if a child’s lunch is inadequately balanced. The pupil with the Healthy Lunchbox of the
week appears on a display and is rewarded with team points and a sticker.
Active travel has been promoted as an important way of keeping fit. Over 95% of our pupils
continue to earn badges for active travel to and from school, using Travel Tracker, an on-line
recording system that is fun to use and replaces the paper charts. Wherever possible, school trips
are arranged using free public transport (through the TfL scheme) or by walking to the venue.
Two staff members have received training from Sustrans and British Cycling to run a bike club
through Sustrans and British Cycling. The club has run throughout the year, developing pupils’
confidence in riding a bike safely. Eight members of the Year 5 and 6 club took part in the Croydon
Cycling Festival, with one member winning the girl’s sprint final. Our school bike pool has enabled
pupils who don’t have a working bike of their own to take part in the clubs. New cycle and scooter
parking has meant that pupils can store their bike or scooter safely which encourages parents to let
them bring them to school.
Pupils have been involved in promoting Healthy Lifestyles. This year the new Bike-It Crew have
been involved in promoting Big Pedal week, Dr Bike and a Bikers Breakfast and supporting pupils at
the Year 3 and 4 Bike club. The newly appointed Phunky Foods Ambassadors have presented the
Eatwell Guide to the school, following this up with lunchtime activities for pupils. Other pupils have
promoted Healthy eating competitions with prizewinners being rewarded with a chance to cook their
own menu.
Community links with the local park have been strengthened this year. Year 3 have grown and
planted sunflowers and marigolds in the community garden. They have used the park for a Science
trip to explore forces using the play equipment. The object of the link is to make our local park a
safer and more pleasant place to visit.
Our Healthy Schools status has been renewed this year.
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Actions taken from
Sept 2016 – July
2017

Outcome

Healthy Schools audit
updated

Progress made towards the Silver Award that we hope to gain next year
through regular meeting with Healthy School Advisors.

Phunky Food
Ambassadors
appointed

Pupils more informed about healthy and balanced food choices through
assemblies, activities and surveys. Year 4 food diaries compared with
same cohort’s responses in Year 3

Improvements to
dining experience

New chef appointed who will deliver assemblies about nutrition.
Arrangement of tables in dining hall make experience more pleasant for
pupils choosing school dinners. Less environmental impact with Meat-free
Mondays.

Packed lunches focus

All parents have received a leaflet about what to include in their child’s
packed lunch. Healthy Lunch box of the week Award introduced.

Pupil-led competitions

Pupils have initiated and led competitions based on a balanced diet. Pupils
rewarded with cooking prizes.

Bike-it embedded

Pupils have had the opportunity to learn to ride a bike or develop cycling
skills through an after school club.

Ongoing Community
involvement

Our links with the community have been sustained this year by pupils
growing sunflowers for the local park and taking part in the London
Children’s Flower Society’s daffodil competition.

Pupils using TravelTracker

On average 95% of pupils are achieving badge at the end of each month
for active travel to and from school.

Our Year 6 bicycle sprinter receives her gold medal at the Croydon Cycling Festival.
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Planned action for 2016/17

Success Criteria

Healthy Schools Status renewed
or upgraded to Silver.

For Silver, two areas of PHSE will be developed through
focussed projects.

Bike-it Year 3

Cycling and active lifestyle culture embedded further (Not
funded this year by Sustrans so alternative funding will be
sought.)

Phunky Food lessons embedded
in Healthy Lifestyles theme of
PHSE

Pupils able to talk confidently about why they are making
healthy choices.
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Physical Education EOT2 - Postholder Evaluation 2016-17
Subject Leader: Mr Aaron Murphy
This school year there’s been significant changes to the delivery of PE across the whole school.
WJGS now follows the Real PE philosophy and approach to PE. As PE Subject Leader I attended a
3 day CPD course, which forms part of our CSSP membership. The course was based on Real PE
and allowed me to be trained in delivering the programme myself and being able to deliver CPD to
our staff in using the approach.
A large part of the PE budget was spent by the previous PE Subject Leader on membership to the
Croydon School Sports Partnership (CSSP) who run a number of festivals and competitions in
which we have participated, including Netball, Football, Rounders, Gymnastics and Athletics.
We have maintained our link with Kinetic- a coaching company- who have delivered one sportspecific PE lesson for each class in each year group as part of PPA cover on both Mondays and
Tuesdays. Class teachers have now begun to use Real PE to teach, non-sport-specific PE lessons
that development the fundamental movement skills of agility, balance and coordination.
CSSP have provided Leadership training for Y5 girls, who have gone on to organise and run a
Change4Life club with Years 3 and 4 at lunchtimes, taking responsibility for creating a rota and
planning activities. Moving forward, they have suggested intra-school competitions which will
provide evidence in support of our Games Mark application.
In 2015/16 the girls expressed an interest in Self-Defence and an after-school club was established
and this has continued this school year. In addition, the activities organised by the Change4Life
Sports Club have continued this year and is something that we will be continuing and linking with
our Year 5 sport leaders next year.
Once again the school took part in the Croydon Dance Festival, giving a performance which was
very much enjoyed by staff and parents as well as the girls. In May we obtained tickets for the World
Para Athletics Championships, and took Year 5 on a very successful trip to the Olympic Park.
In terms of expenditure, we have hired transport for some events and purchased competition kit for
such things as Gymnastics.
As PE coordinator I have delivered an after school Football Club to girls across the whole school. I
have also delivered a Table Tennis Club with Miss Gonzalez to girls in Year 5. I hope to encourage
more members of staff to deliver extra-curricular sports clubs as it will improve the profile of sport in
our school and give the girls even more opportunity.
In the coming year the aim is to continue to promote commitment to sports and physical activity, and
develop school teams. In particular we would like to establish a presence in sports which allow
single-gender teams to progress to the finals, for example Netball and Football. The School will
once again be joining our local football league, following our progress which will again provide
opportunities for both friendly games and competitions, and prioritising club provision for team
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training. We will be applying for the school Games Mark at Bronze level this year, using evidence of
our sports and games activities including clubs and competitions.
Actions taken from Sept 2016 – July
2017

Outcome

Introduced Real PE philosophy.

Well-resourced and planned PE lessons in Years 3, 4 and
5.

Delivered Real PE CPD.

Staff have gained a knowledge of the resources and use of
Real PE to support them in delivering outstanding PE.

Booked and attended Real PE CPD.

Improved subject knowledge for myself and staff.

Set staff expectations that PE kit is
worn for PE lessons.

Staff wear PE kit for all PE lessons.

CPD delivered to TA staff using Coach
Niamh from Kinetic.

Upskilling of TA teaching of PE.

Planned action for 2017/18

Success Criteria

Purchase staff black PE trousers and
polo shirts to be used when teaching
PE.

All staff to be have PE uniform for the start of Autumn 2
and to be using it in each PE lesson.

Whole- school to be planning and
teaching Real PE from Autumn 1.

Real PE evident in Foundation Planning across the whole
school.

Evaluate success of Real PE using
staff surveys and pupil conferencing.

Real PE feedback from staff and pupils and compares
favourably with first surveys and conferences.

Apply for school games mark Bronze
award.

School is awarded the Bronze Games Mark.

Julien (CSSP) doing Athletics with Year 5 pupils in the
Spring Term.
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Geography EOT2 - Postholder Evaluation
Subject Leader: Fauzia Karim Bashir
The schools target is to ensure that all pupils acquire a high quality of education through
geography, and in doing so, to help prepare them for their future lives as socially, culturally and
environmentally aware citizens and employees.
Since September 2015, the school has been teaching EdisonLearning Primary Connected
Curriculum across certain Foundation Subjects. The Connected Curriculum recognises the value of
a school providing a balance of thematic and discrete teaching with an emphasis on both
knowledge and skills. Therefore, in Geography the approach is thematic and follows the Edison
Connected Curriculum topics within each year group.
Geography is taught as part of a cycle of topics over the six terms of a year. Within the academic
year, at least one term must contain a Geogrpahy based topic. Within others, some geographical
aspects are also covered.
In order to enhance and broaden the opportunities for pupils to gain knowledge in Geogrphy, A
variety of resouces have been purchased this year. A set of CDs has been purchased, which
contains high quality lesson ideas and videos for teachers to use in classroom to deliver effective
Geography Lessons.
The main focus for development next year will be to review Geography delivery in each year group
to ensure coverage of key areas.
Actions taken from Sept 2016
– July 2017

Outcome

Geography Policy was written.

It provides guidance to the Staff how to plan and deliver
effective Geography lessons.

New Discovery Globes were
purchased for each classroom

These globes are being used now to boost pupil’s locational
knowledge about the world. It is an excellent resources for
developing pupil’s interests in Geography.

Geography Brain Box Games
were purchased as lesson
starters.

Use of this resources immediately engages pupil and
encourage them to increase their knowledge about the world.

Stories from different contries
were purchased and displayed in
the Reading Corners and the
Library.

This has motivated the girls to read about different cultures and
it has served to increase their general knowledge about
different geographical locations all around the world.

Purchased a large weather proof
world Map for playground display.

Girls are regularly accessing the map during break and lunch
time which has improved their map reading skills and locational
knowledge.

Geeography Displays

Provided an interesting and stimulating enviorment to enhance
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chidlren’s knowledge about various topic in Geography.
Earth Day Celebrations

Lessons were planned and delivered in Year 4 and 5 to teach
children what role they could play in looking after the
enviornemnt to save the planet.

Planned action for 2017/18

Success Criteria

To ensure that through geography,
maths and English skills are
applied.

Monitor that the full range of geographical National curriculum
aims are being carried out to give children opportunities to
apply their English and Maths skills

To arrange appropriate CPD
opportunities which will allow
Subject lead to get to grips with the
new initatives to teach the subject.
Also to support and disseminate
ideas to rest of the staff.

Look through list of course offered locally and apply as
needed.Look at courses run by Geographical Association as
these will give a national perspective.Look for opportunities (or
articles) that can easily be shared with staff that will enhance
their knowledge for teaching the subject.

To create portfolio of pupils’ work.
To liaise with the Computing
Coordinator to explore and
integrate Google Chrome books in
Geography Teaching
To continue to make the children
aware of ongoing issues such as
natural disasters (or disasters
brought by man-made troubles) as
and when they happen.

Photographic Portfolio of pupils’ work.
Making sure that some Geogrpahy Lessons are planned using
google Expitdion on Chrome books.

Provide the staff with lesson Plan for Earth day and world wise
week.
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History EOT2 - Postholder Evaluation 2016/17
Subject Leader: Gailia Powell
At the end of the spring term, new history resources were ordered for different year groups.
Resources such as books to support the Edison curriculum were ordered. Artefacts were also
ordered and distributed to different classes. Staff members were encouraged to use the artefacts as
stimulus for discussions and for enriching displays.
A sample of history writing was scrutinised for cross curricular links. The following findings were
observed: Many classes are planning and using different genres to inform writing in keeping with the
school’s learning policy.
As the subject leader for history, the main focus for development this year will continue to be
presentation of our topic work in class in keeping with our learning and teaching policy. In order for
pupils to understand the diversity of societies and relationships between different groups, topic days
and an international day will be planned; this will be ideal for children to showcase their culture and
learning in class. In addition, children will continue to visit more historical places of interest as a
culminating activity-at least once per year- to enrich their learning in the different topics. As a school
we will be endeavour to make use of the valuable resources e.g Museums like the British Museum,
British Library, Museum of London, and The National Archives and many of the major museums that
have fantastic educational websites geared for the historical curriculum.
Actions taken from Sept 2016 –
July 2017
New resources/ artefacts will be
ordered.
History books should focus on
cross curricular link.

Each year group should partake in
educational trips (at least 3) for the
academic term.
To plan a topic day for each year
group- base on their period of
history they are studying.

Outcome
New resources were ordered for different topics in History.
During learning walk and book moderation, suggestions were
given to members of staff in regards to presentation of work
and displays:
· Include more information in children’s written work- at
least 5 or more sentences per paragraph to make the
work interesting and engaging.
· Link with different writing genres
· Displays to be stimulating and reflecting written work,
pictures artefacts etc
Year 3 – British Museum (Egyptian)
Historical Maya Day in school
Year 4 –Year 4 will to be going to Museum of London for a
Roman workshop
A topic day event will be planned for Summer 2
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Planned action for 2017/18

Success Criteria

History Trips

Plan more historical trips for all year groups by the end of the
school year

Improving History displays

Give support to all class teachers on how to create
informative history display using artefacts

Plan Black History events and
workshops for October 2017

Invite groups in to school for Black History workshops.
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RE EOT2 – Post holder Evaluation 2016/17
Subject Leader: Helena Santos
At Winterbourne Junior Girls’ School Religious Education has an important part to play in equipping
our girls to meet the challenges of England’s modern society and cultural diversity.
With the objective of making RE a meaningful and relevant subject a new Scheme of Learning for
Religious Education in Primary School was implemented this school year. ‘Discovery RE’ is a
comprehensive and detailed curriculum with the main objective being to adopt an enquiry-based
approach making RE exciting and engaging for both teachers and children. Every RE lesson is
mapped to:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Make R.E. a learning experience to look forward to every week.
Provide a safe enquiry space.
Encourage the big questions.
Enhance critical thinking and evaluation skills.
Support spiritual development.
Equip the girls for a world of diversity.
Promote and support the British Values as well as the School values such as respect and
tolerance.

Christianity is taught in every year group, with Christmas and Easter given fresh treatment in each
year group, developing children’s learning in a progressive way. Alongside Christianity Year 3 study
Hinduism and Sikhism, Year 4 study Judaism, Year 5 study Hinduism and Sikhism and Year 6
Islam.
As a new RE Coordinator I have been developing the knowledge of what is required from me as a
subject leader. Once a term I have attended RE Network meetings where together with other RE
coordinators we have explored the new developments of teaching RE in Croydon Schools.
Collective worship
At Winterbourne Junior Girls’ School, Collective Worship happens daily and emphasis is on the
school Values. We also have class assemblies, singing assemblies and special religious festivals
are celebrated (Christmas, Easter, Eid, Diwali and Harvest - which included a collection of food for
the local refugees).
Development of Role this Year
In my new role of RE Coordinator I have, this year carried out:
Actions taken from Sept 2016 –
July 2017
To audit resources and order
new resources.
To improve the teaching of RE in
all year groups.

Outcome
A partial audit (Autumn 2) was carried out and new
resources were purchased to support the curriculum.
CPD- Participation in Termly RE Network Meetings
RE scheme work implemented in September.
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Monitoring the teaching of RE
throughout all year groups.
Religious Festival Celebrations.
Kids Klub afterschool club
(Summer 2)

Books scrutiny and feedback given to class teachers.
Undertaken assemblies on Lent, Eid and Ramadan.
Visitors organised for the Diwali Presentation.
Girls involved in different activities where Christian
values are explored in fun and practical ways.
100 girls showed an interest and now attend the afterschool club.

Planned action for 2017/18

Success Criteria

Discuss with teachers new
resource requirements for the
new school year.

To improve the Teaching of RE across the school. To
improve firsthand experience of religious artefacts.

To carry on the Kids Klub after
school club starting in Autumn

To expose the girls to the fundamental values of our
school as well as Christian’s values.

Monitoring the teaching of RE
throughout all year groups.

Monitoring the teaching of RE and acting upon any
recommendations.

CPD – RE Network Meeting

Implement any recommendations.

School Visits to places of
Worship

Classes to have firsthand experiences and
consolidate learning.

Collective Worship

To celebrate religious festivals throughout the year.

Images of R.E. from the school year
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Music EOT2 - Post holder Evaluation 2016- 2017
Subject Leader: J. Hibbs
This year the school has implemented Music Express online to develop greater confidence in
reading scores and performance for pupils in Year 3, in line with the expectations of the National
Curriculum. Pupils in Year 6 have developed skills in composing and exploring different musical
timbres and structures from history, using a range of software.
Extending our partnership with Croydon Music and Arts this year, all pupils in Year 5 have been
able to continue to learn an instrument each week, building on the skills they learnt in Year 4
through Croydon Music and Arts Sound Progress. This has enabled them to read music and
perform while playing the keyboard, guitar, ukulele, recorder or singing guided by a professional
musician as part of a band. SoundStart has continued in Year 4, while pupils have learned the
clarinet, trumpet or trombone, guitar or xylophone and ukulele in their class groups, taught by a
professional musician. Concerts to parents and peers celebrate the children’s achievements at the
end of the year and give the children a chance to perform.
Other opportunities for performance in school this year have included concerts and musical plays,
with an emphasis on accurate and sensitive singing, with words learned by heart. Year 5’s Harvest
“Riversong” production, Year 4’s production of “The Miracle Child”, Year 3’s Rainbow concert of
songs and the songs performed at Year 6’s Celebration of Achievement evening have enabled
pupils to experience live music and the thrill of performance. “Winterbourne’s Got Talent” has
celebrated the individual talent of our pupils. Year 3 experienced live music from pupils learning the
violin and their teacher, Mrs. Hardie.
The school choir continues to achieve a high standard, singing with excellent diction and confidence
in part-singing. Members of the choir have performed in the Whitgift Centre to raise money for St.
Christopher’s Hospice, at the O2 and at Trinity School as part of the Croydon Schools Music
Association, joined by other pupils in Year 5.
The values of the school have been reinforced and explored in our weekly singing assemblies. This
year we have expanded the range of songs to include music from popular culture, using the website
“Sing Up”. Class assemblies have included songs to explore the themes to give pupils a chance to
perform to their parents and the school in a smaller group.
New ukulele and guitar cases have been purchased to replace old stock. Brass trumpets and
trombones have been replaced by Croydon Music and Arts which are easier to play and maintain.
An exciting and colourful addition to the studio has been the set of hand bells which were
showcased during the Year 3 concert.
The main focus for development next year will be to build up the numbers of children playing
instruments in our school and to include opportunities for pupils to hear live music by inviting
professional musicians to perform and talk about playing their instruments.
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Actions taken from
Sept 2016 – July
2017

Outcome

Sound Progress
teaching purchased.

All pupils in Year 5 now continue to learn an instrument, building on skills
learned in Year 4. They learn to listen to the overall effect created by the
combination of different instruments playing together as a band. Lessons
are delivered by a professional musician from Croydon Music and Arts.

Resources updated

Plastic trombones and trumpets are easier to play and maintain.

Music Express online
renewed and
embedded.

Pupils in Year 3 use graphic scores confidently to perform through themes
linked to their learning in Foundation subjects. Resources are easily
accessible to give teachers confidence in delivering lessons.

Sing Up membership
purchased

Pupils learn songs in different musical styles linked to themes and
curricular areas. Teachers have a body of songs that can be used to
enhance learning and in class or school assemblies.

Year 3 Recorder
group started

Pupils learn to play an instrument, read music and perform to others.

Continued links with
Partnerships: School
choir, CSMA and
CMA

Pupils are given opportunities to rehearse and then perform to a high
standard, taught by skilled/ professional musicians. These experiences
help them build life-long memories of enjoyable music making.

Singing and hand bell playing give further practice in playing with accurate
pitch and rhythm.

Our colourful new resource performed by Year 3 at their Spring Rainbow concert.
The bells can be swung or pressed to help pupils play accurately in time.
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Planned action for 2017/18

Success Criteria

Build core group of musicians to
form the Winterbourne Orchestra.

Pupils learning instruments meeting regularly to enjoy music
making in a group. Pupils developing skills in following a score
and listening to each others’ parts.

Provide opportunities for pupils to
hear and take part in live music

Pupils taking part in a workshop delivered by professional
musicians. Pupils learning a range of performance skills.

To develop the use of handbells in
school.

Pupils using hand bells for composing and for reading scores.
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MFL Spanish- Post holder Evaluation 2016- 2017
Subject Leader: Miss. Melania Gonzalez
At Winterbourne Junior Girls Primary School, Spanish language learning seeks to incorporate lots of
games and activities so that there is an interactive and fun aspect, but with greater depth and detail
about the Spanish language and Spanish cultures. Spanish is taught once a week, and each lesson
is 45 minutes. These lessons comprise singing and games, as well as a higher rate of new
vocabulary and phrases, as well as the introduction of familiar Spanish words and phrases to read
and write.
All planning has been undertaken by the MFL subject leader. It is currently adapted from the KS2
Framework for languages which is used alongside the MFL teacher’s own expertise.
This year a range of resources has been introduced using Spanish/English bilingual dictionaries,
new displays, CDs, games and some reference books. Much of the resourcing for lessons is also
found online from websites such as: BBC Primary Spanish and Rockalingua.
We have been assessed the children in order to ensure that they make good progress in this
subject. Most assessment is formative and is used to support teaching and learning and inform
future planning. These informal assessments will be used to identify gifted linguists and those
requiring extra support. We currently use the statements from the Languages Ladder and
Languages Portfolio alongside the teacher’s own methods of assessment. In addition to this the
MFL coordinator is trialling a new form of assessment in line with the school’s policy which involves
putting together a portfolio of work with samples from each level from the new Curriculum. Pupils
have been assessed against the following level descriptions:
• Listening and Responding
• Speaking
• Reading and Responding
• Writing

We will continue exploring Spanish with fun, exciting, challenging and varied teaching resources to
provide and develop the new curriculum.
Actions taken from Sept 2016 –
July 2017

Outcome

Development of new resources

Rockalingua and Vamos 2. Well-resourced and planned. New
display, CDs, games and dictionaries.

To improve the teaching and
learning of Spanish in the school

The MFL lead completes all Spanish teaching in the school –
new resources have enabled greater embedding of Spanish and
has enhanced teaching.
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To make links with Norbury Manor.
And School partner in Spain.

Linked with Secondary School in Spain. Ricardo Mella and the
coordinator Tamara Veiro Alonso.

Spanish club

Every Tuesday during Lunchtime/30 minutes. Year 5 and 6.

Spanish festival: Festival de
verano.

To year 6,5 ,4 and 3 during Spanish lessons. Activities were
successfully developed.

Spanish buddy.

Link with Year 7 at Ricardo Mella (Vigo) (First contact by letters)
Well-resourced and planned.

Spanish Labels/Challenges

New marking and assessment linked with the Marking Policy.

Spanish Blog

New Spanish blog.

Planned action for 2017/18

Success Criteria

Development of new resources

Improve the use of Vamos 2 and the ICT room during Spanish
Lessons. New displays and books.

Spanish assembly once a year.

Organize assembly with year 6 to show our understanding of
Spanish.

Feria de abril: Festival

Organize a Spanish festival with Year 5, 6, 3 and 4.

Continue with Spanish buddy and
the link with the Ricardo Mella
Secondary School.

Develop new activities with our link/Secondary school in Spain.

Spanish club

Every Tuesday during Lunchtime/30 minutes. Year 3 and 4.

Develop a new strategy for
assessment.

Use the ICT and Roacklingua planning for assessment. This
involves Year 6,5 and 4.

Link with Norbury Manor

New contact with Norbury Manor
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Spanish Summer Festival Year 6

Spanish club Year 5/Year 6

Spanish Blog: Spanishworld

Spanish displays

